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What is End Point
Assessment (EPA)?

Coming to the end of an apprenticeship the
final stage the apprentice will have to
complete is the EPA (End-point assessment).
It is carried out by an impartial third party
called end-point assessment organisations
(EPAOs). The intent of the EPA is ensuring
your apprentice has achieved occupational
competence through the skills knowledge
and behaviours previously outlined in the
apprenticeship standard. There may also be
additional requirements for your apprentice
to complete as well as the EPA to complete
their apprenticeship. For example, they may
need to complete the mandatory English and
maths qualifications should they not already
hold them.
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For more
information,
why not check
out our other
employer and
apprentice
resources.

What is an EPAO?
To help your apprentice better understand the criteria that they will
be assessed on its important to select an EPAO as early into the
apprenticeship as possible. This can be done by you independently
but could also be done through your training provider should you
want that support. Once all the requirements of the apprenticeship
have been met, the apprentice will receive their apprenticeship
certificate.
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The
Assessment
Every apprenticeship will
include an end-point
assessment plan which
describes how the criteria
provided in the
apprenticeship standard
will be tested using
suitable methods. Some
examples of things your
apprentice may need to
complete are:
A project
An interview
A practical
assessment
Written and/or
multiple-choice tests
A presentation
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Assessment costs

For levy employers, funding for the assessment costs work the
same as funding the rest of the apprenticeship, the cost will be
covered by your apprenticeship levy funds. However non-levy
employers are able to access funding to cover their assessment
costs (up to the funding band maximum). SMEs may also be able
to get funding to cover their apprenticeship costs through our
Transfer to Transform scheme that helps provide SMEs with the
funding for apprenticeship training through larger companies who
may not be using their apprenticeship levy pot. More information on
the initiative can be found on our website. You will be able to
negotiate a price with the EPAO for the assessment. The costs of
the assessment will not usually exceed 20% of the funding band
maximum for the apprenticeship.

After the assessment

Upon completion of all of the apprenticeship’s elements as well as
success in passing their EPA, your apprentice will be awarded with a
certificate. The EPAO will request the certificate on your behalf. Some
apprenticeships will also offer professional recognition by an
authorised body after fully completing their apprenticeship and EPA.

For more
information
and resources
scan here...
Resources
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Preparing your apprentice for EPA
The key things you can do to help your apprentice prepare for their EPA
are…
Ensure your apprentice knows who their EPAO is.
Ensure your apprentice understands the criteria of the EPA through
communication with their EPAO.
Develop mock for them assessments by working with the training
provider.
During review meetings with your apprentice, discuss assessment
preparation.
Provide the apprentice with study leave and support for
assignments.
Provide feedback on formative assignments.
Use the assessment requirements to set out linked targets with the
apprentice.
Where required, ensure that reasonable adjustments are put in
place for the assessment.
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What if they fail
a component?
If your apprentice is
unsuccessful in one or
more components of the
EPA, they will be given the
opportunity to resit or
retake. Should this happen,
you as the employer
should consider working
with the training provider
to create a supportive
action plan that uses the
feedback provided by the
assessor. Resits cannot be
taken with the intention to
increase an apprentice’s
grade should they have
already passed.
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